Amendment Transmittal

A Reasons for Amendment

Subparagraph 476 D has been amended for updates made to the EYRT database for including 2012 and 2013 EYR selections.

Subparagraph 476 E has been amended to include revised instructions for State Offices to periodically run various reports now available in EYRT to check the completion status and results of 2009 through 2013 EYR’s.

Note: The same revisions are being made in 5-PL, Part 8 for informational purposes only. Provisions in 5-PL are applicable to payment eligibility and payment limitation determinations made for the years 2014 through 2018 only, unless otherwise specifically noted.
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<th>TC</th>
<th>Text</th>
<th>Exhibit</th>
</tr>
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8-101, 8-102</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
476 Introduction

A EYRT

EYRT means a web-based system:

- in which National, State, and County Office users can record all findings, recommendations, and conclusions from EYR’s completed on selected farming operations for 2009 and subsequent years’ payment eligibility and payment limitation compliance purposes

- that provides reporting and summarization capabilities for EYR findings, determinations, and related information recorded for the farming operations reviewed.

B EYRT Design

EYRT was designed for the following:

- recording and tracking, by participant/farming operation and program year, all EYR review findings, results, and determinations

- as source data for status reports on the completion and results of EYR’s

- providing information to use when evaluating the application and the effectiveness of current payment eligibility and payment limitation provisions.

C Accessing EYRT and Versions Available

EYRT is accessible from the Payment Limitation EYR’s Share Point site at https://fsa.sc.egov.usda.gov/mgr/dafp/PECD/PL_EYR/default.aspx.

***
D Content of EYRT Database

*--The EYRT database has been populated with the following:

- 2009 through 2013 DAFP EYR selections
- additional selections, as determined by State Offices.

E State Office Action

For the 2009 and subsequent EYR records, State Offices are encouraged to do the following:

- review the records for accuracy
- update the preloaded records, if necessary
- enter records for additional EYR selections made
- for all incomplete EYR’s, enter results as EYR’s are completed, if applicable

*--periodically run various EYRT reports to check completion status and track results of 2009 through 2013 EYR’s.--*